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An algorithm on a CRCW PRAM for computing the coarsest refinement of a partition of a
finite set S with respect to a function! over S is presented here. It requires 0 (n) processors,
o(n logn) space. and 0 (logn) time in the worst case.
1. Introduction
Here we study lhe complexity (on parallel computational models) of the "single-function
coarsest partition" problem: given a finite set S. a partition 1t = {B I • 8 2•...• Bk } of S. and a
function!: S --7 S. compute the unique partition r( = {Q 11 Q2• ...• Qm} of S that satisfies the
following conditions:
(i) rr: is a refinement of1t; i.e.,
It Q e 1t', 3 Ben I Q", B
(ii) rr: respects the function!; lhat is,
It Q, e 1t',3 Q, e 1t' I f[Qd.;; Q,
(iii) rr: is the coarsest partition satisfying conditions (i) and (ii); i.e., it has the fewest number of
sets.
The computational model used here is CRCW PRAM (Concurrent Read-Concurrent Write
Parallel RAM). The processors are unit-cost RAM's that can access a common memory. Some
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processors can both read from and write into the same memory location. All operations involving
different memory locations can also be done concurrently.
We measure the complexity of parallel algorithms by the pair (I. p). where I denotes the time
and p the number of processors, and both are dependent on the size of the input. Furthennore,
the product t p is said to be the cost of the algorithm; the cost of an algorithm is essentially the
running time of the algorithm with only one processor available.
In the literature several sequential algorithms for the single-function problem are cited. In
[8], Paige and Taljan give an D(n) optimal algorithm for the one function partitioning problem
improving the worst-case complexity bounds for the same problem given by Aho, Hopcroft and
UUman in [1]. Furthennore Hopcroft in [4] gives an 0 (n log n) algorithm for the many func-
tions coarsest partition problem; i.e., the partition is required to respect a set of functions
f I, ...• f k; Paige and Tarjan in [9] give an 0 (m log n) algorithm for the relational partition~
ing problem; i.e., the refinement should respect a binary relation with m pairs. In this paper we
will only consider the single function coarsest partition problem.
In [5] an algorithm on a CReW PRAM for computing the coarsest refinement of a partition
of a set S with respect to a function f is presented; it requires 0 (log n) time and 0 (n 2) proces-
sors. A modified version of this algorithm reduces the cost to 0 (n 2), where the time is O(n X ) for
some 0 S x S 1. Ja Ja and Kosaraju [7] recently claimed a PRAM solution that runs in 0 (logn)
time with o(n 2) processors and o(n 2) space. In this paper we present an algorithm that requires
~
o (logn) time, 0 (nlogn) space, and 0 (n) processors, which improves the bound given in [5].
2. An Outline Of the Algorithm
We refer to the sets belonging to a partition as blocks. The B -label of an element x in S is
said to be the index of the block containing x in the initial partition?t. The Q-label of an element
x in S is said to be the index of the block containing x in the final partition .,(.
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Our algorithm makes use of the following lists (stored in the common memory of the CRCW
PRAM)
(i) LB : LB(x) is the B -label of an element x in S.
(ii) LQ : LQ(x) is the Q ·label of an element x in S.
Our algorithm exploits certain properties in the structure of the input function f. In particu-
lar, the graph off can be characterized as follows:
(i) Each connected component contains only one cycle with zero or more trees leading into and
rooted in the cycle.
(ii) Each tree can be partitioned into two parts - an "initial segment" and a "final segment". A
nonroot tree node x (leading into a cycle C) is said to be in the initial segment if and only if
either f (x) is the root r or is in the initial segment, and x has the same B -label as
/-1 (r )(")C , where 1 is the length (i.e., number of edges) of the path from x to r; otherwise
x is said to be a member of the final segment.
After analyzing the structure of function f. our algorithm determines the coarsest partition by
computing Q -labels based on the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1 (Paige and Tarjan [8])
Let f : 8 --+ 8 be a finite function represented by its graph G = (8 ,E) with nodes 8 and edges
E = {(s,f(s»: s e 8 }. Let 11: be the initial partition of S (represented by B-labels). The Q_
labels (representing the coarsest partition 11:") of the elements of S satisfy lhe following:
(i) Let C be a cycle of k elements and let P be the smallest repeating prefix of the string
[LB(x), LB(f (x». LB(f'(x ) •...• LB(f' - '(x))]. Then the elements of C satisfy
LQ(fj (x)) = La(filPI +i (x)). O~j < !PI. l~i ~(k liP 1)-1
where IP I is the length ofP .
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(ii) Two elements x and y ofS that belong to two different cycles eland c 2 satisfy
£a (fj(x)) =LQ(fj[y)), 0 S} <c IP I
if and only ifP is the smallest repeating prefix of both strings
[LB(x). LB(f (x))• ...• LB(f" - l(x»] and [LB[Y). LB(f [Y» •...• LB(f" - I(x))].
where k 1• k 2 are the lengths of eland c2 respectively.
(iii) The elements of the "initial segment" of the tree leading to a cycle C satisfy
£a(u) = LQ(f-l (r)nC)
where u is a tree node of the initial segment, r is the root of that tree and I is the length of
the path from u to the root.
(iv) The elements of the "final segment" satisfy
LQ(x) = £a[y)
if and only if
LB(x) =LB[y) and £a(f(x» =£a(f[y))
Based on the preceding logic, the algorithm proceeds in the following way.
(1) Find the set of cycles;
(2) Determine Q -labels for the cycle elements by lexicographically sorting the smallest repeat-
ing prefixes of the least lexicographic representation of the B -labels of each cycle.
(3) Determine Q -labels for the tree elements of the initial segments.
(4) Determine Q -labels for the tree elements of the final segments.
3. Finding the Set of Cycles and Labeling the Cycle Elements
All the cycles can be found in D(/ogn) time with D(n) processors and D(n) space on a
CRCW PRAM using Tarjan and Vishkin's biconnected component algorithm [11]. The compu-
tational steps for labeling the elements of the cycles are as follows:
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(i) Compute the least lexioogrnphic representation (abbreviated I.l.r) of the circular string
(LB(x), LB(f (x »), ... , LB(f Ie I - I(x))) for each cycle C. An 0(.) sequential algorithm for
the 1.1.r problem was given in [10].
(ii) Compute the smallest repeating prefix (abbreviated s.c.p.) of every I.1.r computed in (i), using
Galli's string matching algorithm, given in [3].
(iii) Assign Q-labels to every element of the cycles, according to the rules (i) and (ii) of Theorem
2.1
Lemma 3.1
There exists an algorithm on a CRCW PRAM that finds the l.l.r of a circular string al, .... ,a
ll
over
the alphabet {t •... ,n} in 0 (Iogn) time with n processors.
Proof(Sketch)
Below we describe the algorithm using a stronger version of the CRCW PRAM; when two
processors attempt to write in the same memory location the one with the smallest index
succeeds. In our application we can show that this fann of PRAM is equivalent to the CRCW
PRAM with non-deterministic solution of concurrent writes conflicts. Equivalence is shown by
using the simulation of [12] (see also [3]), but in general the equivalence of the two models is an
open problem.
W.1.o.g we assume that n is a power of 2. The algorithm is as follows:
(i) Processor Pi is assigned to aj for 1 :::;; i :::;; n. We make use of an Ixn array AUX (ini-
tialized to 0). In the final AUX, if AUX(i) = I. then aj is not a staning point of the 1.1.r
and ifAUX(i) = 0 then ai is a starting point of the L1.r
(ii)For k = 0, ... ,logn-I do the following: Compare (lexicographically) the strings
x = (aq:zt'4t•... ,a(I+2q)2ll) and y = (al+(l+2q):zt'••..•a(l+q):zt.l) with q = O,.....nIZk+l_l. If
x ~Y. then let AUX(q2k+1+1) = I; if x < y then, let AUX(I+(I+2q)2t ) = 1. The
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comparison of the two strings requires constant time.
The correctness of the algorithm is straightforward. The time complexity follows immedi~
aooty from the preceding discussion and the fact that the simulation of [12] requires constant
time.O
Theorem 3.1
Suppose that f is a pennutation on n points. Then there exists an algorithm on a CReW PRAM
for computing the coarsest refinement of a partition 1& with respect to the function f in 0 (log n)
time, 0 (n) space, and n processors.
Proof
We analyze the method above by examining cases (i)-(Hi).
(i) Lemma 3.1.
(ii) Let IX be a I.I.r. of a cycle and let Ii be the string an with its first character deleted. Using
Oalil's algorithm in [3] we find the first occurance of (l in ll; let Il = x ay. It is not difficult to
see that x is the smallest repeating prefix. 'This can be done (see [3]) in 0 (log I(XI) time using
I<xl processors. Therefore the computation of all s.r.p.'s can be done in O(1og n) time using n
processors.
(iii) In order to assign the Q -labels to the cycle elements, one can see that it suffices to compute
all the different equality classes represented by the s.r.p. '5. The computation of the classes can be
done in 0 (Iogn) time using n processors, as follows: The comparison of two strings can be done
in constant time as in Lemma 3.1 with number of processors used equal to the sum of the lengths
of the two strings. Therefore one can use the sorting network of Ajtai,M.,Komlos,J.,
Szemeredi,E., in [I] to sort the list of the strings, where each comparison of their algorithm is
simulated as it was mentioned above. Furthermore one could separate the set of strings into sub-
sets of strings of equal length and the use lexicographical sorting (see [6]) to sort them. This
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method yields the same complexity bounds. 0
4. Labeling the Tree Elements
TIlls section deals with finding Q-labels for the tree elements. First we present a parallel
procedure for computing the length of the path of each element to the root. Next, we give a pro-
cedure for labeling the initial segments. After that, we label the final segments.
4.1. Computing the path lengths
An algorithm for computing the label of a path is presented below: given a label
L (x) e {D, I} for each node x of a tree and an associative, commutative operation ED over {O, I},
the label ofa path (xl =X, x2• ••.• Xt =y) frornx toy is said to be
L(x,) ED L(x,) ED ... ED L(x,)
If addition is the ED operation and L (x) = 1 for every x in the tree T, then the label of a path is
merely the length of the path plus one.
Later, we will also need a procedure that splits a path (Xl•...• xn ) into two subpaths
(x 10 ... • xi), (XA: + 10 ... ,XII)' where xi + I is the first node in the path that has a certain pro-
perty. TIlis can be done by means of computing the labels of the paths, using logical & as a $.
operation and labeling a node with 0 if the node has the given property or with 1 otherwise. This
procedure, discussed in section 4.2. is used to separate me initial and final segments of trees.
Given a tree with a set of nodes T (excluding the root r) together with a labeling function L,
and an operation ED, the following procedure computes the labels of all paths from every node to
the root
Procedure LABEL (T, ED, L, r)
begin
/* next (x) r- the parent ofx in T; */
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for each node x in T pardo
if next (x) :I: r then
Loix) <- Loix) EDLoinext (xl);




The procedure above correctly computes the path-labels in 0 (log IT I) time, 0 ( IT I)
space, and O( IT I) processors, where IT I denotes the number of nodes ofT. 0
4.2. Finding the elements of the initial segment and Assigning labels to them.
Now we shall refer to the labeling of the initial segment
(1) For every tree and for every node of the tree compute in parallel the length l of the path to
the root of the tree using the "continuous doubling" technique.
(2) If the B-Iabel of an element x is not equal to the B-Iabel of the l-th predecessor of the root,
then remove the node x. TItis is done for all x 's in parallel.
(3) Tree elements that remain connected to a cycle belong to the initial segments. The other
tree elements belong to lite final segments. The Q-label of an element x in an initial tree
segment equals the Q-Iabel of the I-th predecessor of the root of the tree, where 1 is the
length of the path from x to the root.
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The algorithm below splits a tree T into its initial segment and its final segment. This is
achieved by invoking procedure LABEL for two purposes. Label is used to compute the path
labels of every path from a tree element to the root It is also used to deteImine elements of the
initial segment, where the EB-operation is logical & and the node labels are defined in the follow-
iog way:
L(x) = {~ LB(x) = LB(r' (r)nC)otherwise
!fthe path label of a path from x to r is zero. then x belongs to the final segment; if the label is I,
then x belongs to initial segment.
Algorithm 4.2
INPUT: A tree T with root r. and a cycle C (Ii (r). 1 S i ::; k. are the elements of the cycle)
together with the list LQ defined on C.
OUTPUT: The elements of the initial segment together with their Q -labels
begin
for each element x in T pardo
I <- L+(x) mod k;
ifLB(x) = LB(r'(r)nC) thenL(x) <-I;
else L(x) <- 0;
odpar
L& <- LABEL(T. &. L)
for each element x in T pardo




The algorithm above correctly finds the initial segment of the tree T and the Q-labels of its
nodes in OOog IT I) time, 0 (I T I) space, and 0 (I T I) processo". 0
4.3. Computing the labels of the final segment.
We can para11eIize the labeling of the final segments as follows:
(1) Suppose that C denotes the subset of S that already has known Q-labels and the final seg-
ment F is attached to C. We partition the set F into blocks such that two elements of F
belong to the same block if and only if the length of the path from both elements [0 the
closest element of the initial segment is the same.
(2) Next we refine the above partition with respect to the B-Iabels, i.e., we split each block into
sets with the same B-Iabel.
(3) We further refine each partition 1tj as follows; each block is split into blocks whose e1e-
ments have f-images with the same Q-label. Although this computation seems to be of
sequential nature, we make use of a "partial sum tree" to carry out this task.
The computational steps for labeling the final segment are as follows:
(i) Compute the sets
p{ := {x: there is a path of length I from x to C} lSI St.
(ii) Partition each P, set into blocks B If). ... B (I) where B'<I) contains all elements. " . }
ofPI with the same B -label.
(iii) Compute a refinement Xl = {A 1•... ,Ak} of {B [I)' ...• BlJ(I)} such that
LQ(f(x» = LQ(f(y», x, y E A, 1 ~ i ~ k
i.e., all elements of Ai. 1 ::; j S k. have f -images with the same Q-label (Note that
their image lie in C whose Q-Iabels are known). Moreover let
XI = {BfI), ....• B,,(f)}, 2 SiS t
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(iv) Each partition 1t/ is associated with a set
M, = {a e x, :r'(a) = 0 }
i.e., the set of leaves of the final segment intersected with 1[/.
(v) Recursively consbUct a balanced binary tree with leaves 7[1. 1t2. ... J Xl as follows:
The parenJ of two partitions of Xl and Xl + I is defined to be the coarsest refinement
Ttl. I +1 = {G lo ...• Gm}o/1t/ + I such that
/Y(Gj) l:;; BJ~l). for some jj ,I S i .:s:; m
where y derwtes the length from 7t/,l+1 to the leaves. Le., the I-image of
OJ. 1 SiS m, is a subset ofa block 0/1t1' A/so we associate the partition 1tlJ+l with
the setM
"
I +1 =M1= I'
(vi) Update the nodes of the tree, starting from the root, going towards the leaves as fol-
lows:
Replace the partition x, (child of rtf. 1 +1) by the coarsest refinement
7tf' = {E 10 E 2> '" ,Er } ofX, such that E j is a subset ofa block of the partition 'Jr,r
whose preimage lies in a block ajrel,f + 1 i.e.,
A/so replace 1t/+l by its parent 1t1,l+lo
,
(vii) Let 8' = UM{ = 8 - f (8) .Then compute the coarsest refinement of Xl, for
1=1
1 ~ 1 ~ t, in the following way:
Partition E j n MI for 1 ~ 1 ~ t and every block of each 1t1 into {Xl> X 2• ... ,Xm, Y}
where
LQ(fI(Z) =LQ(fI(w», V z, WE Xj, 1 ~ i ~ m + 1




Suppose that -r( = U7t, is the partition of the final segment computed above. Then
1=1
for any a ,b membern of a block of 1tl, 1 :s: I S" t.
Proof
The proof is by induction of I. For / = I, panition 1t1 satisfies condition (4.1).
Now assert that (4.1) holds for I $ r + 1. We shall show that ttl + 2 satisfies (4.1).
Let us consider the following portion of the binary tree constructed above
'[(' = { HI• ...• H q }
(4.1)
1tr ,r+l = {G I•...• Gm }
1tr = { AI• ...• As} 1tr + I = Xl, I + I
Rule (v) above guarantees that
1t,-+2,r+3=r('
1tr+l={Dt> ... ,Dr} 1tr +3=r('
Also Rule (vi) implies that
D j - (D j n Mr +2) f;;.f(HlIJ. for some Vi. 1 ::;; i :s: v
>From (4.2) and (4.3) it follows that
(4.2)
(4.3)
fr +2(Dj - CD j n M r +v !;;;;f' +3(HIIJ cjr + l(Gj )
which implies that (4.1) holds for D j - Dj n M f • Moreover Rule (vii) implies lhat Dj n Ml
satisfies (4.1) and this completes the proof.D
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Theorem 4.5
There exists an algorithm for computing the Q -labels of the final segment in 0 (logn) lime
using O(n) processors and 0 (nlogn) space.D
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